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A theorem of NI. II. Stone states that prime ideals of a distributive IatticeL 
separate elements of L, while K. Iseki has shown that the converse also holds; 
G. Birkhoff has proved that every distributive lattice having more than one 
element is a subdirect union of two element chains (see, e.g., [2], Theorems 
82 and 100). WC prove hcrc that prime ideals in any lattice L determine all 
congruences T on L for which L/T is a distributive lattice. From this we derive 
several consequences including the results of Iseki and Birkhoff mentioned 
above. 
Recall that Z is a prime ideal of a 1atticeL if Z f 4 and i) x E Z, y EL implies 
xrryel, ii)x,yEZ impliesxvyEZ, iii)xhyEZimpliesxEZoryEZ. 
It then follows easily that a subset A of L is the complement of a prime ideal 
of L if A + L and satisfies the duals of i), ii), and iii). 
We say that a family f.of subsets of a set S se$arates elements of S if for 
every pair x, y of distinct elements of S there is an A E j which contains 
exactly one of the elements x, y. 
Let L be any lattice, 3 be the set consisting of the empty set I?, and all 
prime ideals of L different from L, B be the poset (under inclusion) of all 
nonempty subsets of 9. For every .Q’ E 8, let p& be the relation on L defined 
by xp& y if and only if for every Z E .d, either x, y t Z or x, y $ Z. T,et 6’ he 
the poset (under inclusion) of all congruences 7 on L for which L/T is a 
distributive lattice. Note that neither 9 nor 8 is empty. 
THEOHEM. Y’he function p : d -+ pti is an order inverting function of B 
onto Cc’. 
Proof. First note that pJo is an equivalence relation for any H’ E 9’“. If ,r@’ 
is the empty set, p& is the universal relation. Suppose & # 0 ; let Z E &, 
XP.~Y, and IEL. If z A xeZ, then cithcr zeI in which case z A FEZ, or 
x~Iinwhichcasey~Zandhenceagainz~y~I.Bysymmetry,z~y~Z 
impliesz~x~Z.Next,ifzvx~Z,thenz,x~I;x~Iimpliesy~Isothat 
z v y E Z. By symmetry, z v y E Z implies z v x E I. Since I E &’ is arbitrary, 
WC conclude that pd is a congruence on L. 
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Let x -+ z denote the canonical homomorphism L + L/p& . To show that 
L/p& is distributive, it suffices to establish 
which is equivalent to 
[XAI\Yv~)lA[(XAY)v(xA~)1P~XA((YV~). (1) 
To prove (l), if suffices to take I E & and show that if (x A y) v (x A z) E I, 
then also x A ( y v x) El. Hence suppose (x A y) v (x A x) E 1. Then 
xhyEIwhichimpliesxEIoryEI,andxhzEIwhichimpliesxEIor 
z E I. It follows that if x 4 1, we must have y, z E 1, whence x A ( y v z) E I; 
on the other hand, if x E 1, then also x A ( y v z) E I. Thus (1) has been 
established and therefore p& E 8. 
Conversely, let p E 6’ and let Y be the canonical homomorphism of L onto 
L’ = L/p. Then L’ is distributive and Stone’s theorem mentioned above 
implies that prime ideals of L’ separate its elements. Let .Y’ be the set of all 
prime ideals of L’ different from L’ and let 
It is routine to verify that nonempty elements in d are prime ideals of L 
different from L; thus & E 9. Since pJe is the identity relation on L’, it 
follows that p& is the congruence on L induced by Y, and we have P.~ = p. 
Therefore y maps B onto 8. It is clear that v is inclusion inverting. 
COROLLARY 1. L/p# is the maximal distributive homomorphic image of 
L (in the sense that the diagram 
can always be completed to a commutative diagram whenever ?P is a home- 
morphism onto a d&ributive lattice L’). 
COROLLARY 2. The one element lattice is the only distributive homomorphic 
image of L if and only if L contains no proper prime ideals. 
COROLLARY 3 (Iseki). Zf prime ideals of L separate elements of L, then L 
is distributive. 
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If I is a proper prime ideal of L, then the equivalence relation whose 
classes are I and L -I is a (two class) congruence on L (and conversely, 
all two class congruences on L can be so obtained). Hence we have 
COROLLARY 4 (Birkhoff). Every distributive lattice having more than 
one element is a subdirect union of tzo element chains. 
The same construction has been used by the author [1] to characterize 
all semilattice congruences (that is, congruences for which the quotient 
is a commutative idempotent semigroup) on any semigroup (or even 
groupoid). Indeed, with the definition of a semigroup prime ideal, with 3 
and B as above, & the poset of semilattice congruences, 2.3, 2.4, and 3.9 of 
[l] are exact analogues of the above theorem and the first two corollaries. 
The analogue for groupoids (or semigroups) of Corollary 3 together with 
Stone’s theorem above is as follows: A groupoid G is a commutative idempotent 
semigroup if and only if prime ideals of G separate elements of G. Finally, 
Corollary 4 above has the following analogue for semigroups: A commutative 
i&potent semigroup having more than one element is a subdirect product of two 
element commutative idempotent semigroups. It should be noted that no class 
of the minimal semilattice congruence (that is, maximal semilattice decom- 
position) of a semigroup has itself proper prime ideals and thus has only the 
trivial semilattice homomorphic image consisting of a single element (3.4 
and 3.9 of Cl]); the analogous statement in lattices does not hold. For a 
discussion of this question see [3]. 
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